
Bomfunk MC's, Other Emcees
This's speakin' security, we came out for Bomfunk MC's,
DJ Gismo and B.O.W., they been spotted as F.K., I repeat,
set down the area, qouting five, quoting five, set down the area, now!

Other Emcees get deep with us coz we are the groove that's rocking non-stop
We shake you up like electric shock, coz we are the groovers rocking non-stop
And we got a party zone, so come on baby sing along

Keeping it real, never coming out chill,
Lock the door down, just like the full key
Got mad ball, got the higher speed
But the meaning of all is just we can sweat
Rock with the honeys, some go with the creeps
All sucker punks get treating like leach
Down with the Bomfunk you have to guarantee
Now we rock the crowd, so wizardsly

Other Emcees get deep with us coz we are the groove that's rocking non-stop
We shake you up like electric shock, coz we are the groovers rocking non-stop
And we got a party zone, so come on baby sing along
(2X)

Guess it's the whiss behind the door, bad speeds
Chuck 'em while I'm rockin' to all your party keeps up
lying all time but great style we need,
So once again are you being boming in the jeeps?
Boilin', callin' for all you freaky freaks
Like it or not, this is how we proceed
Goal there is like I select over lips
Like it up, huh, tha path is just east
Take a ride and what's the honeys?
Eighty but the shoe's terribly
Got what it takes, yeah I got the necessary
Ingredients to shock the house, worry
Unique with the style, skills are technik
Not just more materially, but week after week
Down with the Bomfunk you have to guarantee
Now we rock the crowd, so wizardsly

Other Emcees get deep with us coz we are the groove that's rocking non-stop
We shake you up like electric shock, coz we are the groovers rocking non-stop
And we got a party zone, so come on baby sing along
(2X)

Rock the crowd, rock rock we rock we we we
Rock the crowd, rock rock rock we rock, we rock
Rock the crowd, so wizardsly, of the sure shot master of the ceremony
Rock the crowd, rock rock we rock we we we
Rock the crowd, rock rock rock we rock, we rock
Rock the crowd, so wizardsly, of the sure shot master of the ceremony

Other Emcees get deep with us coz we are the groove that's rocking non-stop
We shake you up like electric shock, coz we are the groovers rocking non-stop
And we got a party zone, so come on baby sing along
(2X)
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